
Week 9/19 - 9/25 Meeting Summary
Demo week, and we started building a new structure by the professor’s

recommendations.

Week 9/26 - 10/2 Meeting Summary
We met directly with the client and presented what we have so far.
Current Progress:

Dongbo: set up the new environment and know how to run
Edward: set up the new environment and transfer the previous code to the

current one
Anji: help build the environment and make it run
Jian: help build the environment and refactor the current sign-up part
Haoran: set up the new environment and know how to run

Upcoming Progress:
Dongbo: Creat sign in/sign up pop up windows (UI)
Edward: Finish nav bar + sidebar. Create a home page
Anji: work on CI/CD
Haoran: notice message design

Week 10/3 - 10/9 Meeting Summary
We talked about the progress so far and solved the problem we have. We also talked

about the presentation for the upcoming client meeting.
Current Progress:

Dongbo: Created Sign in/ Sign up pop up windows
Edward: Finished nav bar + sidebar for the site, Created a simple Home Page
Anji: Keep working on CI/CD part
Jian: Finished Sign in and Sign up functionality

Upcoming Progress:
Dongbo: Design sign in/sign up UI
Edward: File preview on the website
Anji: Done CI/CD set up and move forward to file editable
Jian: Upload file function and generate a link for the file

Week 10/10 - 10/16 Meeting Summary
Checked progress so far and help each other and the codes or design.
We also meet one more time with the client, demo what we have, and ask for

expectations.
Current Progress:

Dongbo: Sign in/ up pop-up windows refactor and connect to Jian Shi’s written
functions

Edward: Simple file preview is done so far
Anji: Worked on the file and upload API
Haoran: Worked on the notice message design



Jian: Worked on file and folder database development, and also tried file upload
Upcoming Progress:

Dongbo: Should have fully functionally sign in/up for the new design and also
create an account page after signing in

Edward: need to fix the website view due to the chrome view problem and also
help the other two frontend teammates

Anji: Finish API and start working on pdf converter
Jian: Refactor database and file upload functionality

Week 10/17 - 10/23 Meeting Summary
Merge all we have to the develop branch, fix bugs we have, and explain what we expect

for UI design. We also talked about the progress we have so far.
Current Progress:

Dongbo: Simple account page done, Sign in/Sign up works now
Edward: Chrome display problem fixed
Anji: API done and fix CI/CD part
Haoran: notice message design done
Jian: File upload done

Upcoming Progress:
All group members should practice the presentation and finish their own parts

ppt.


